Beloved brother,
What I’m receiving, through your Highest Light, is blowing me away. I’m amazed, and at the same
time it fully resonates with everything I have experienced up to now. Your Highest Light has lot’s to
share with you about your present DNA activation and your soulseed gifts and origin, but because
you also carry within your DNA, that is now being activated, lots of important creator memory,
your reading starts with a collective message. Now I understand why my Highest Light guided me
to connect to your Highest light now, divine timing as always. The reason we are connected now, is
because your DNA activation is connected to something we work on as a core group builders within
the collective. Collectively we are now working on the true cross, the first Dragon leyline grid
structure. Through a false light moon creation, they (let's call them the fallen ones) have created a
curse cross layer in a way, on top of the true Dragon leyline grid cross, which we are now in the
process of re-coding and releasing back to its original coding. The ones who resonate with this, are
now being guided through their highest light to the right places of the true Dragon Leyline cross
grid. That’s why we needed to connect, as we are now collectively going back to the beginning of
the first Cathara Organic Creation grid of Te-Ra. Re-coding everything backwards in a way, so we
can dismantle this prison of endless resets and incarnation trap cycles, once and for all. The old is
playing out now, and that's all it is. The new dawn is here.
The collective part of your reading;
Your Soulseed essence Frequency is, Mi-Ra and later Hu-Ra, two of the Four Elementary Source
God creation realms, you came to know in this prison hologram of Earth as Elohim or Inner Earth.
Elohim is not one dimension/realm, and it does not mean GOD, it means the core womb of the
Mother. It’s the center place of the birth of this first organic universe grid creation within the whole
of the Cosmic creation of Cathara, I’m told. Creation is always ongoing and our Highest
Light/oversoul is making us ready, testing us in a way, to become responsible co-creators. This
prison hologram we are in that has a repeating reset cycle around 130 years, is now in the process of
ending. Because there is also a safe button, in a way. The cosmic Cathara cycle. Elohim are the four
God elementary kingdoms/realms, that mirror in a way, the core of Terra’s original organic
Template/grid, the core source womb and Creator infinite expansion light, which is given to us as a
golden egg of light, we receive when we have proven to be responsible co-creators. First, we all
have to illuminate every shadow/false coding/geometry programming within and re-anchor our soul
consciousness deep within the organic core heart of Te-Ra, so we become responsible co-creators
again. As within, as without. This is what your Highest Light shares with me about the above;
Elohim/inner earth are, in essence, the Four Elementary God /Creator Realms surrounding the heart
of this first organic center creation within the whole of Cathara, we know as the mainstation, Te-Ra.
Te-Ra; Te/organic(Mer)= Heart Earth Womb/organic – Ra/light(Kaba)= first Creator Merkaba
mainstation/platform and movement of the Cathara structure – Diamond Winged gods (Creator
council of the Dragons), chosen by creator – center of the organic creator template, reflected
through, Humigael (the elementary consciousness);
Hu-Ra = Crystal God Creators – Crystal Template builders
Mi-Ra = Water God Creators – Water Template builders
Ga-Ra = Root God Creators – Forest/Plants Template builders
El-Ra = Air God Creators – Mirror Star & Portal Sun Template builders
Your Highest Light explains that, from the Core center (womb) of TeRa, the light of creator, Four
chosen Creator Dragon Lines, HU-Mi-Ga-El, flew from the womb of Te-Ra, into Four directions
and created the one and only through cross of source light for the build of this first organic creation

template within the Cathare Grid as a whole (the Elementary consciousness). The base
template/grid for HuMiGaEl to create and expand from. Which we came to know during this reset,
as the Jesus Christ cross, through the false story of the angels and GOD projected outside of us. It’s
all within us. The “angels” are HuMiGaEl, the gods within the Elementary consciousness. The first
6 creator sounds we can use to re-align ourselves to the true Gods within the Elementary
consciousness, that lives without and within us, are; Te-Ra-Hu-Mi-Ga-El. The following 7, 8, 9
sounds, the three birthing sounds which are part of the latest stage of the birthing cycle of a new
dimensional ring (you know on earth as the three flame reunion), are; Pu-Ri-Om, we can use these
sounds, to align ourselves to the creator template and Te-Ra's womb core and higher heart within
and therefore without. The activation of our true Merkaba movement. More about this 7,8 and 9
movement within the cycle of expansion of dimensional rings, is shared later on in the reading.
Getting back to the Christ cross, the Christ cross, we came to know on Earth, has different sizes
than the original creator Cross. The original Creator Cross of light, is the foundation of the Four
Elementary Kingdoms (templates) that surround and protect the Heart and Organic Template/grid of
our original TeRa core womb. Te-Ra is the birthing center within our Universe, from which
everything expands. In this Te-Ra center stargate movement, Light and organic starts to become
one, in a way. A Electrical and Magnetic mirror movement. As within, as without. In this stargate
center, light and organic becomes a Merkaba movement. All other dimension rings we know, within
this Universe, expanded out from the center core womb of Te-Ra. The first four elementary creator
dimensions that were created from the Earth Te-Ra womb, by the 4 source dragon lines, I’m told,
are; Mountain Hu-Ra - Waters Mi-Ra - Trees Ga-Ra & Light El-Ra. These Four creations were
being reflected as a physical Te-Ra experience hologram, through the center womb of Earth Te-Ra.
Source gave Te-Ra a free will and physical experience embodied from Zero-Point, in alignment to
the Cosmic Cathare natural Cycle. Source Soulseeds were brought into the Four Creation fields of
Humigael and Source soulseeds experienced form for the first time ever. The beginning of an
organic playful Paradise, a Garden of Eden experience for all sourceseeds to enjoy. These Four
Elementary kingdoms, you can also see as the leaves of the Lotus Flower, protecting, carrying and
assisting in the expansion proces of Te-Ra, in a way. But it is all one plane of existence. Te-Ra and
The Four Elementary kingdoms rest in a spiraling lake of pure soulwater, as it were. Above Te-Ra
and the Four Elementary Kingdoms, there is a mirror layer of air/ether that shows the mirror
reflection of the Four Elementary kingdoms and Te-Ra. I’m told, that the stars in the skies or the
soulseed lights and core connection points of the template as a whole. The whole of the Template
first creation grid, is surrounded by a ring of Cosmic water. When I ask about the difference
between soul and cosmic water, your Highest Light, explains that soulwater connects all
soulseed/ancestry Te-Ra grid wisdom and cosmic water, all creator Cathara/core grid connection
wisdom.
The above is shared through your Highest Light, not only for you, but also for the collective. It may
come as a shock, for some of us have believed or still believe in the false Metatronic geometry and
story of the angels and God they, the fallen ones, led us into believing. The false story that took on
many forms during the many resets we have experienced, started when some soulseeds lost
connection with the TeRa Womb mainstation. From this inner disbalance they started their own
experiments, that started in the dimension ring of Orion and was later refined secretly in
underground labs in Atlantis. We all know where this led to, they managed eventually to make a
copy version hologram of a part of the Core Earth Template Physical Paradise experience, and
turned it into their own, prison version. Their false coding they stored in many stone structures, they
created during the resets. These false codings can be found in several temples around the Earthplane
,the Great Pyramids and Stonehengh, your Highest Light shares with me. That is why I personally
never felt the need to align to any of these types of structures, I come to realize now. For me it was
always nature, when I traveled around the Earthplane. Now I know why. There are still a lot of not
hijacked stone structures that are part of the original Te-Ra grid, and once we align again to the true

gods within the elementary consciousness, we can receive their wisdom and work together to reactivate the true codes that are within us and within the grid structure of the true gods, all that is
organic. The natural world.
The fallen ones, trapped many of us inside and started experimenting on us, including the splitting
of consciousness, entering false light programs and false metatronic geometry into our
consciousness, we lost 10 strengths of DNA and experienced many resets and incarnation cycles.
They needed our creation light power, for they had no longer access to their Creator Template/seal.
When I ask how this could have happened, your Highest Light shares with me the following; every
time a creation cycle was birthed through the womb of Te-Ra, a new dimension ring/vibrational
field of existence and higher form was born, the soulseeds residing in these new outer dimension
rings, became lighter in a way and rooting into the mainstation Te-Ra womb in Earth, became more
difficult in a way. This led to a fall of a few Sourceseeds within the dimension ring of the Draco’s.
You lose your wings (merkaba movement) and connection to the creator seal/template within, when
you start going against the Natural Cosmic law within a creation. These Draco's descended back to
the center of this universe creation, Te-Ra. And experienced, because of their loss of connection, a
new unnatural emotion, the emotion we can describe as anger/hate. This was new within our
universe, but the heart Te-Ra, was build with the intent of Free Will, so it was allowed to be. This
new frequency of anger led, eventually, to the prison version of Earth, we experienced during the
many resets, as home. But it's not our true home, it's a false Light Hologram the fallen ones needed
to survive.
The real Gods that were chosen by Creator and birthed through the source womb of Te-Ra Earth,
are present in the Elementary realms. First God lines, were the Creator Source dragon lightlines,
trees, crystalrocks, water and air/ether. God forms that followed through the birth of every natural
Merkaba creation cycle, we came to know as flowers, butterflies, birds, bears, whales, dolphins etc.
And during every new cycle of creation and dimension with its own Source intention and wisdom,
we expanded as a whole and learned so much more. Which gave birth to so many new forms on
Earth and an in the new higher rings of dimensions. We came to know as Galactic/Cosmic family,
that is also within our DNA. We are it all, and all is within us! That's why it is so important to live
and be as one with all that is nature. Nature is the real God. And we are nature.
When I ask for more clarity about the expansion dimension ring cycles, he explains the movement
within a new dimension Merkaba creation cycle, is reflected back to us, through a geometry coding
we can find in nature, that we know as the creator Fibonacci spiral. This movement goes as follows;
1 is Earths organic womb center, 2 is Light, 3 is Crystalline, 4 is water, 5 is Forest, 6 is Ether/Air
and 7 is the Sunportal. Through the Sunportal (golden flame/sun magnetic) the movement flows
back into the center core womb of Earth (the Silver flame/sun electric), this is when the 8
movement starts, a golden/silver spiral is activated and creates new Lotus template leaves in a way.
The Lotus Geometry movement creates a new dimension ring through the Merkaba movement,
which is called the 9th movement/sphere (the blue flame/sun/merkaba). This Sphere is birthed from
the 0- point field where the creator diamond flame/sun is active, the nothingness. Which is like the
Te-Ra birthing canal within this universe. This 9 steps Te-Ra cycle movement, creates every time a
new dimension ring. For Source consciousness always expands and becomes wiser every time.
At some point the dark (fallen ones) entered the Te-Ra mainstation core, and managed to make a
prison copy of the Te-Ra Template. They worked on it in the dimensional ring of Orion and when it
was ready they invited the strongest soulseeds in, and tricked them into their false Earth prison
hologram and AI Metatronic geometry. Started experimenting on us, and trapped us in a cycle of
human incarnation and many resets. We lost 10 DNA strengths, and they placed Metatronic false
light geometry into our consciousness and in many created stone structures we came to know as
holy ones, to keep us trapped in their incarnation Te-Ra version. I'm not going into all the false light

programs and geometry here, if you want, you can read about it on my website "the Atlantian Two
Split" Oracle card reading, and I have a video about that part of our journey "The Atlantis Split
Experiment", but not fully up to date anymore. And a new video is being birthed, of course, because
of the new wisdom I was allowed to receive through the connection with your DNA soul memories
and connection between our Highest Lights. In short, the true geometry that is part of our core
essence and the true creator template we carry within, is the golden spiral, the lotus movement,
which creates the Merkaba movement from zero-point; the two flame reunion, the three flame
reunion and the innerchild creator flame of oneness. And all light-, codes, keys, symbols,
movements, light language and soulseed wisdom we hold within our DNA, that we can activate
through our own heartspace and connection with our own Te-Ra core and Highest Light within us.
We all need to stop calling upon something outside ourselves, that's the trickster energy/gods/angels
they created. When we pray, we become their pray. It's all within us! The word GOD means in
essence "the womb of Mother within the Earth". The feminine birthing energy. We are the ones,
birthing the new. We are the creators. All we need to know lies within ourselves. Through our inner
journey of shadowwork we have brought so much light to all their false light programs, and know
they have already lost, for we, as a collective, are now in the process of doing the last grid repairing
work that is needed to dismantle this prison hologram for good.
Brother, as promised, I’m not sharing your personal Highest Light message here. Thank you for this
Highest Light connection talk, so we as a collective can enjoy the creator memories you have within
your DNA.
Much love, Qizenna Esther
August 2022

